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Trust Protection Platform documentation
You can access all product documentation through the Venafi Documentation Portal. To access the documentation portal:
·	Visit https://docs.venafi.com (or https://documentation.venafi.com).
·	Log in using your Venafi Training or FTP credentials. If you have not yet registered for a training account, visit 
https://training.venafi.com/user/register. 
·	Choose the version of the documentation that you want to view. 
Additionally, you can also find product documentation in the following locations:
·	From the Help link in Aperture and the Web Administration console.
·	On the Start Menu in the Venafi Programs folder (on the server where Venafi Trust Protection Platform is installed).
·	Launch the WebHelp version of the Installation Guide by running the Installation Guide.lnk file included in the zip package.
·	The Venafi Trust Protection Platform Web SDK documentation is found in the following location: \Program Files\Venafi\Documentation\WebSDK\Default.htm. Beginning in 2017, it can also be accessed on the Venafi Documentation Portal at https://docs.venafi.com.
·	PDF versions of the documentation are available from Customer Support.
Pre-upgrade installation considerations
Before upgrading your existing installations of Trust Protection Platform or the Server Agent, carefully review this section.
·	During upgrade, you may see this message: “SSHManager - Erroneous Key Instance" - "Key at <path> removed from database because it did not have secret store association. You may need to re-discover this key.” This message indicates that you’ve been impacted by the bug with internal reference #33848. If the same private key was discovered in two devices and then first device was completely deleted, they key got into orphaned state and was non-operational. The bug has been fixed and migration script turns DB back into consistent state, but the only way to properly restore those keys is to re-discover them. On agentless, this will happen automatically on next discovery. On agent, you will need to flush agent’s SSH key cache and re-discover keys on corresponding devices if you see this message.
·	Beginning with Trust Protection Platform 15.x, hardware requirements changed. If you are upgrading from a version of Trust Protection Platform older than 15.x, please refer to the hardware requirements documentation. Complete system requirements are detailed in the following help topic: https://docs.venafi.com/Docs/current/TopNav/Content/Install/r-install-SysReq-ALLVenProducts.php 
·	You must have Microsoft .NET Framework version 4.6.1 (or later) on your Venafi Trust Protection Platform server prior to installation of the product. The installation files can be downloaded from this location: https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=49981
·	You must have The Microsoft Universal C Runtime update installed on the server prior to installing Trust Protection Platform 17.2. The update can be downloaded from this location: https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/kb/2999226.
·	Oracle Users As of 17.1, support for the Oracle database was deprecated.
Upgrading from a previous version of Trust Protection Platform
Venafi utilizes cryptographic techniques and best practices to ensure authorship of the products you install from us. You can verify that the installation media came from Venafi and the media has not been modified post-release by someone other than Venafi. To that end, the underlying mechanisms used are meant to be transparent to you, the end user, except in the following case: 
·	If your company utilizes custom code with Trust Protection Platform, and you are upgrading from a version prior to 16.1, you will need to recompile that code after deploying the newer version of Trust Protection Platform. 

IMPORTANT! If the system uses Windows Authentication, the user doing the upgrade also needs the same rights as those required for the service account.
NOTE Security-related changes have been made that now prevent users from altering a certificate request after it has progressed beyond the start of the certificate renewal process. All certificates that are waiting for a new CSR to be uploaded prior to upgrading to 16.1 will require a reset and restart from the Web Administration Console after successfully upgrading Trust Protection Platform to complete the certificate renewal.
For more information, see the “Upgrading from previous versions of Venafi Trust Protection Platform” section of the Installation Guide.
Visit https://support.venafi.com/hc/en-us/articles/115000336492 to learn about important considerations before upgrading.
Supported Upgrade Paths
IMPORTANT! Support for Oracle has ended. If you are a current Oracle customer, you need to contact Customer Support to get conversion information.
You can upgrade to Trust Protection Platform 17.2 from the following versions (and subsequent releases):
·	Trust Protection Platform 15.1.5
·	Trust Protection Platform 15.2.6
·	Trust Protection Platform 15.3.6
·	Trust Protection Platform 15.4.5
·	Trust Protection Platform 16.1.5
·	Trust Protection Platform 16.2.2
·	Trust Protection Platform 16.3.3
·	Trust Protection Platform 16.4.3
·	Trust Protection Platform 17.1.1
Any other version of the product must be upgraded to one of these supported versions.  For example, if you are running Trust Protection Platform 14.1, you must first upgrade to another version listed above including the database upgrade scripts, and then install Trust Protection Platform 17.2. 
To upgrade Trust Protection Platform
If you are upgrading from Oracle to MSSQL, contact Customer Support prior to installing this version.
1.	Back up the Trust Protection Platform database.
2.	Stop IIS.
3.	Stop all Trust Protection Platform services.
·	Stop the Venafi Trust Protection Platform Service.
·	Stop the Venafi UniCERT Interface Service, if present.
·	Stop the Venafi Log Server Service.
4. 	Close any browsers that are logged into User Portal, Aperture, or the Web Administration console.
5.	Repeat steps 2 and 3 on all Trust Protection Platform servers to ensure all Venafi-related services are stopped prior to continuing with step 6.
6.	Unzip "Venafi Trust Protection Platform 17.2.0.zip". Then go to the following folder: \Database Scripts\MSSQL\Updates.
7.	Run all necessary scripts against your database. Begin with the script matching your current version of Trust Protection Platform and then execute each script in the order listed below. For example, if you are running Trust Protection Platform 15.2 with MSSQL, run these scripts in this order: 
·	mssql_update_15.2_to_15.3.sql,
·	mssql_update_15.3_to_15.4.sql,
·	mssql_update_15.4_to_16.1.sql,
·	mssql_update_16.1_to_16.2.sql,
·	mssql_update_16.2_to_16.3.sql,
·	mssql_update_16.3_to_16.4.sql,
·	mssql_update_16.4_to_17.1.sql,
·	mssql_update_17.1_to_17.2.sql
IMPORTANT! If you get an error during any of the database script upgrades, discontinue the upgrade. Contact Customer Support for assistance. 
8.	On the Trust Protection Platform server that hosts your Log Server, launch VenafiTPPInstallx64.msi with elevated admin privileges. For example, launch the Command Prompt with “Run as Administrator”, and then launch the installation MSI file. Complete the on-screen walkthroughs, per your environment's requirements. Repeat this step on all remaining Trust Protection Platform servers.
9.	After installing Trust Protection Platform 17.2, start the Trust Protection Platform and IIS services on each server that you stopped in steps 2 & 3. Start the Venafi Log Server service first. 
For upgrades from 16.2 only, if you are using the Adaptable CA driver you must update the definition of the Prepare-ForRequest function in your PowerShell scripts to include the "$Specific" as shown below.  This change makes additional data available to that function so that it can support more use cases. (Updates in bold red font.)
function Prepare-ForRequest
System.Collections.Hashtable]$General,
[Parameter(Mandatory=$false, HelpMessage="Function Specific Parameters")]
  )
Trust Protection Platform versioning
For information about Venafi's current release model as well as the duration of engineering support for this release, please see the following Venafi knowledge base article:   https://support.venafi.com/entries/23267241
What's new in Venafi Trust Protection Platform 17.2
Server Certificate Product Features
ACME Server
The Venafi server can operate as an ACME (Automated Certificate Management Environment) server that supports automated certificate enrollment and installation for Linux servers using the certbot utility. The Venafi ACME server supports HTTP-based domain validation as defined by the ACME protocol and works with any certificate authority (CA) that issues certificates reliably and within 30 seconds or less.
Remote Key Generation with Gemalto (SafeNet) HSM
The CAPI, JKS, and Apache provisioning drivers have been updated in the Web Administration Console (Web Admin) to support remote key generation of the certificate private key on an attached Gemalto HSM. Certificates can be enrolled and installed while the private key is generated on the HSM and never leaves. Requires that the Gemalto client is installed on the target device.
Azure Key Vault @15221; @20814; @22784; @27342; @28151
Venafi can install certificates and private keys into the Azure key vault as a new certificate installation type available in Aperture and the Web Administration Console.
CAPI Generational Management @27765; @19898; @22845; @23873
The CAPI provisioning driver has been updated so that only one previous version of the certificate and private key are maintained in the CAPI key store; all previous versions are removed when new versions of the certificate are installed.
Manage Previous Versions of Certificates in Aperture @27384; @10415; @10602; @15866; @23875; @8442
Users can manage previous versions of certificates within the Aperture console.  They can see full details, revoke, and troubleshoot revocation problems in Aperture. Users can also revert a previous version of a certificate to become the current version without downloading and uploading.
Enrollment Mode for Symantec MPKI @10025; @11217; @15241; @15395
The Symantec MPKI driver is now more intelligent in how it manages certificate enrollments. Instead of managing the enrollment logic on a certificate-by-certificate basis, the logic is configured for all certificates being enrolled through the CA template.
MSCA Enrollment Support for Intermediate Root Certificates @26847; @27360; @27472; @28115
To support advanced enterprise PKI use-cases, the Microsoft Certificate Authority driver has been updated to allow the enrollment of intermediate root certificates.
Update Blue Coat Version Support @25278
The Blue Coat driver now supports version 3.11.2.  Venafi documentation has been updated.
SSH Product Features
Agentless Integration with Centrify Server Suite @26915
Centrify’s dzdo command can be used for privilege elevation during Agentless discovery and remediation. This allows all privileges to be managed through Centrify. Details of Centrify configuration are described in this KB article: https://support.venafi.com/hc/en-us/articles/115001370147
Platform Features
Locking of Dashboard and Inventory Risk Thresholds @3535; @13412; @14164; @17315; @17589; @19730; @23209; @24725
Risk thresholds and preferences, such as approved algorithms, minimal SSH key and TLS certificate key length, and others, are now moved from Dashboard settings to User Preferences. Users with write permission to the root policy can now lock the settings for all other users, allowing global default configuration
Update for Groups & Work Configuration @25480; @18446; @20379
The configuration of groups and work for Server Agents, Enterprise Mobility Agents, SSH Agentless Groups, and for the User Portal has been updated to be easier to configure, improved validation to prevent inaccurate configuration, the ability to rename existing groups and work, and the ability to assign the same work configuration to multiple groups.
For more information about the changes to how groups and work functions, see Info: 17.2 Updates To Groups And Work, and refer to the Venafi documentation at https://docs.venafi.com/.
Credential Management in Aperture
Username, Password, Certificate, and Private Key credentials can be managed in Aperture.  You can edit credentials, rename, move, and change permissions on credentials. Aperture offers protection on credential deletion.  If a credential is in use, you will not be able to delete it and will be told where it is being used.
Modify Behavior Of Daily Tasks and VPlatform Startup @28397; @27186; @27928
Advanced customization has been added and designed for expert users. You can now modify the behavior of daily tasks on your Venafi servers.
Third Party Integrations into Venafi
Hashicorp Terraform Integration 
The Venafi Terraform Provider allows Hashicorp Terraform users to seamlessly incorporate certificate management into Terraform plans when orchestrating technology infrastructure.
Docker Integration
The Venafi Docker Key and Certificate Management Container allows Docker users to request and deploy certificates to Docker containers using a centralized, easy-to-use container that interfaces with Venafi REST APIs for certificate management operations.
Resolved issues
Throughout the rest of this document, tracking and bug numbers are contained in parenthesis to allow you to track issues and enhancements across releases. Numbers starting with a hash symbol (#) indicate internal Venafi tracking numbers. Numbers starting with the at symbol (@) indicate the incident number issued by support.venafi.com.
The following issues have been resolved in this release of Trust Protection Platform:
Aperture
·	If there was an invalid certificate set in Active Directory, the user was not able to log in to the Aperture Console. This has been resolved so these users can now log into Aperture. @25924 #34739
·	Aperture displayed an error when creating an installation if the user had implicit rights to the device/folder (via the “manage policy” permission). This has been resolved so users with rights to the device or folder can create installations as expected. @27158 #34243
·	Ability to schedule an installation was not available if approval was done by clicking on the link from the notification email. This has been resolved so scheduling installations is available as expected when you click the link. #35531
·	Product documentation was not available on the server unless you installed WebAdmin. This has been resolved so you can install only Aperture on a server and you can still click the help link to view the product documentation. #12485
·	There was a browser compatibility issue when using Windows authentication for IIS where users couldn’t use Firefox or Google Chrome to log in to Aperture. You can now use all supported browsers with Windows authentication to log in to Aperture.   #34757
·	Misleading date and time listed for certificates in the user interfaces. While the certificate validity information was stored as UTC time, they were not displayed consistently across the Aperture and Web Administration Console interfaces. This has been fixed in the Aperture console with times being displayed in the time zone of the user’s computer, with a UTC offset displayed. For example: 11:30 (+5 UTC).            @27347 #34419
·	Reports created in Aperture fail to run with the error “Input String was not in a correct format.” The underlying issue has been resolved, and reports run correctly. @23344    #30593 #34350
·	A user with permissions to make changes to work objects gets an error when trying to save.  #28673
·	Limited rights user deleting Agent group may leave behind orphan data. #25495
·	Can't set attribute "Required Member Identity" in Aperture User Certificate Creation Work. Code Signing/Closed/Fixed. #35418
Certificate Manager
·	When sending a command injection, only the first 255 characters of the injection command are logged in the event. #32712
·	Disabled user certificate work is no longer processed by Pre-Enrollment; its disabled state is honored correctly. #35363
·	Basic applications were waiting to start processing at stage 800 to process after doing a large import. This issue has been resolved so the basic applications process as expected during import. @24930 #32066
Core
·	As of version 17.1.2, we integrated an updated version of the Maverick library. If you want to discover or use DSA keys for authentication to remote systems, additional configuration is required. See the 'DSA SSH Credentials for SSH Connection' section of our support article https://support.venafi.com/hc/en-us/articles/115000336492. #33688, @27549, #34661
·	The issue of importing PFX files that contain a PKCS#12 certificate with an embedded private key has been corrected. @20049, #26771
·	The issue that generated the “UnexpectedAssemblyError” message while trying to delete a Platform object from the Platforms tree has been corrected. #34298
·	While using the CERTIFICATEFIELD macro, you can now use the backslash (\) delimiter as part of the SAN parameter. @27334, #34664
·	On Windows, the errors that generate "Log BulkInsert error Transaction abort failed" have been corrected. #35042, #35186
·	The issue with the SMTP channel rule failing to send email has been corrected.           @25590, #34521
·	The null reference exception that occurs intermittently during VPlatform startup has been corrected. @26105, #33299
·	VPlatform crashed if IIS was not installed. The Platform service now runs even if IIS is not installed, allowing for “headless” installations. #34212
·	After an upgrade from version 15.x to 16.2.0, the LDAP provider now loads and authenticates properly with Trust Protection Platform. The error was “Error: Identity driver identityldap (Rank0) failed to load with error Invalid configuration settings; Duplicate name in collection”. @ 27361, #34474
·	Database server high CPU utilization made the user interface sluggish under some conditions, including when there were a high number of failed agent registrations. Performance has been enhanced, and the system handles large numbers of failed agent registrations without overloading the database server CPU. @26635 #33833 #34185
Dashboard
·	The Trends widget now works properly with the EN-GB language set. (#33817)
·	The deadlock issue that occurs while opening any Aperture dashboard has been resolved. #33814
Drivers
·	Updating MSCA account password correctly no longer results in the 800706BA error during enrollment. @21735, #29495
·	Documentation now correctly specifies which credential types can be used with F5.  @26441, #33702
·	The documentation now includes a note to customers to avoid the use of the backslash (\) character, as it is not supported when provisioning to the IBM GSK application. @26331, #33981
·	The inability to provision wildcard certificate to Palo Alto firewalls has been fixed by replacing the wildcard character (*) with “WC”. @26875, #34074
·	The Top Secret driver’s Subject DN no longer gets malformed when you specify multiple OUs. #33535
·	F5 Onboard discovery no longer times out when discovering many profiles. @25153,  #32697
·	F5 provisioning no longer fails when F5 has a profile with .crt in the name. @27783,     #34802
·	F5 no longer switches to using port 22 when the device object is used with agentless. @27180, #34344
·	Not able to provision a certificate to Palo Alto FW. @26875, #34441
Server Agent
·	When the Server Agent was directed to scan from the root of file system, it scanned the agent’s trust bundle, which resulted in Trust Protection Platform-side applications. The agent now ignores its own trust bundle. #26540
·	Onboard validation is no longer attempted for applications created by agent certificate discovery. @26816, #33912
·	ClientRest - VOC Error now clearly identifies the agent that has attempted to register using the wrong thumbprint. @26757, #34407
·	The Server Agent would not start correctly on certificate types of hypervisors (Xenserver and AWS PVR), but this issue has been resolved. @27085, #34218
·	In some cases, the Server Agent would not detect changes to a key in authorized_keys, but now is reported correctly. #25921
Server Certificates
·	Moving or renaming a Microsoft CA template resulted in unexpected behavior. Renaming an MSCA DN via policy no longer calls the cached name and now reads the configuration correctly. @28104, #VEN-35041
·	Right-clicking a certificate in the Web Administration Console dashboard no longer displays the “object was not found” error message. @22893, #VEN-30299
·	When creating and renewing a new certificate and the time zone is set to UTC +1, the expiry date is now calculated and displayed correctly. @25527, #VEN-33268
·	If a certificate management type is set to Unassigned, Trust Protection Platform no longer does revocation checking when Daily Work is performed. @28207, #VEN-35203
·	Parentheses characters are now permitted in the Common Name when using the Aperture and WebAdmin consoles. @26168, #VEN-33834
·	No event is logged at the time certificate processing results in an error. Certificate Manager now logs an event whenever a certificate is set to the In Error state. This allows for creation of a notification rule that immediately alerts contacts when they need to intervene. @25811, #VEN-34242
·	When revocation is requested the reason is now logged. This can be viewed in either the General tab for the certificate or in the default SQL channel log. @27533, #VEN-34747
·	Policy compliance for Key Algorithm is properly assessed when uploading a CSR. When the Key Algorithm is locked, the CSR now updates with the correct algorithm. @28139, #VEN-35040
·	Leading and trailing spaces in search terms are now automatically removed so that valid search results are shown. @25824, #VEN-34435
·	Strings containing commas are now correctly displayed in the CustomField macro.     @27334, #VEN-34665
·	Network Discovery now finds certificates when the server requires a client certificate and only supports TLS protocols @27100, #VEN-34651
·	“Automatic Renewal Disabled” event is now logged appropriately. #VEN-33749
SSH
·	When exporting a larger number of SSH Network Discovery results, Trust Protection Platform no longer throws exception. #27642, @20733
·	When same SSH key is present on multiple devices and discovered by TPP, then deleting one of these device objects from TPP caused database inconsistencies leading to inability to perform key operations. #33848
·	Events with incorrect file path. The events "SSHManagerRest - FileOperationErrorOnAgent" and "SSHManagerRest - FailedToProcessFileCallback" had the file path listed in "Text 2" but didn’t indicate the device or host on which the operation was attempted. This has been resolved so the path is displayed. @26939     #34075
·	Warning “Failed to retrieve out-of-sync SSH devices” logged every 60 seconds. When database issues were preventing queries against specific tables, the resulting warning message was being logged every minute. The error message and error handling has been improved. @26043 #33265
·	Excluding files from scan by using absolute path now works properly. #32923
·	The device scanning process sometimes failed with the error “Agent or agentless record is already registered for this hostname” even though the device is being discovered for the first time. #33354
·	In some cases, users were unable to see existing SSH keys, even though they had all permissions to the root folder. The underlying permissions issue has been resolved. @27939 #34854
·	Agent discovery does not cause revival of files that are not found because of changing search paths anymore. #33399
·	Agentless discovery had an issue when trying to use an asterisk (*) wildcard for matching files in scan paths. The asterisk wildcard can now be used for matching files in scan paths when using both agent-based and agentless discovery. #33164
·	Key Usage records for SHA256 hashed keys are now correctly matched with the authorized keys files. #33823
User Portal
·	When users download certificates from the User Portal, the certificate can now be published to Active Directory. #33845
Web SDK
·	Since upgrading to 16.3, the API call SecretStore/LookupByOwner does not return any results. The issue with the SecretStore/LookupByOwner call not returning results is resolved with version 16.4. There was a limitation of 2100 objects per vault ID that has been eliminated. @24863, #32525, #33989
Known issues
This section documents issues that might occur and that have not yet been resolved.
Aperture
·	Global searches will not find SSH key names. Use the key lists and filters to find your SSH keys. #17096
·	When using the Agentless SSH Key Management group type and making changes to either membership criteria or related work, you might have to restart the vplatform service to see your changes take effect in Aperture. This is related to a caching issue: your changes were applied but simply not shown in the user interface. #35066
·	Cancelling a certificate installation returns an error when the user has view, read, and write permissions to the certificate, but only view and read permissions to the application. #35490
Certificate Authority
·	The Entrust CA occasionally reports a failure at stage 500 but still creates the certificate on the Entrust site. Download the certificate and import it to Trust Protection Platform. #19248, @13013
·	The MSCA has an encoding issue with UPN SANs when using user provided CSRs. Extra character(s) are added to the SAN value. #23683, @17181
·	When doing a mass enrollment of some certificates to the Symantec CA, some of them receive the error, “Retrieve Certificate Failed with error: The request was aborted: Could not create SSL/TLS secure channel.” The certificate is retrieved but the error is not cleared. #24310, @17584
·	With a Symantec MPKI or Entrust.NET certificate object, once a Specific End Date is entered it cannot be erased. If the end date needs to be removed, a new object will need to be created.  The end date is automatically removed after the certificate is successfully enrolled. #13541
·	Red Hat CA - SANs missing from certificate when using Service Generated CSR. #23542
·	The MSCA listener process starts whenever an MSCA cert is viewed and then stays open for much longer than expected. #23468
·	When Symantec MPKI templates fail to register certificates at stage 700, the certificate object doesn't update. #27956
·	Retry fails on Digicert certificates when Domain Approval is delayed. #25278 
Certificate Manager
·	Adding root certificates in a different order will result in a different chain.  If a particular root or intermediate certificate is not desired for use in chains, the root or intermediate should be imported to the roots tree and marked as blacklisted. This will prevent it from being used in any chain building #10001, @6376
·	Certificate creation with user-provided CSR containing SANS does not take into account SANs from Additional Info panels in Aperture. #26607
·	Custom fields cannot be cleared after they are filled. There is no button or option to do so in Web Admin.  This problem is not present in Aperture. #32764 
·	Provisioning to a Blue Coat device can take a significant amount of time (~6 minutes). #30834
Core
·	Certificates that do not have a populated issuer field cannot be placed by network discovery. #21613
·	When a bad password is entered, Trust Protection Platform tries the password for each configured domain controller. #31970, @24122 
·	Certificate credential vault entries are deleted and re-added each time the credential is loaded.  #27727 
·	The indexes on the Config_Contains table can become fragmented. Consider monitoring this table and including it in your database maintenance plans. @15776, #22377
·	If you are trying to delete a lot of objects in the policy tree and the operation fails, try deleting in smaller batches or later when there are less objects being processed. #34487
·	On the Jump Server, if you are using sudo, SFTP or file handling does not work. #33582, #33684
Dashboard
·	If you move the certificate or SSH trends reports from their default location, then your trends widgets in Aperture will not function. #15482	
Installation
·	Venafi Control Center (VCC) cannot create an operational certificate if the default policy target has been changed and you are adding another server to an existing Trust Protection Platform server environment. The work-around is to create a policy called ‘Venafi Operational Certificates’ directly under Policies. #13682
·	If Venafi Control Center (VCC) is unable to connect to the database during the “configure products” portion of the VCC wizard, you will be prompted to enter the DPAPI key. Fix the database connection and rerun the VCC wizard. #18029
·	Venafi Control Center (VCC) configuration fails if the database name contains a “.” (period). #19470
Notifications
·	Combining AND & OR in a Notification Rule only uses the last defined condition. It is possible to get the desired result by dividing up each OR condition and then duplicating the desired AND condition for each OR condition, e.g. if [condition 1] matches [value 1] AND <my desired condition> OR [condition 1] matches [value 2] AND <my desired condition>. #18798
Platform Drivers
·	If there are GSK objects which have a DN larger than 100 characters, the upgrade script to 16.1 may fail. Truncate the GSK objects to less than 100 characters. #21021
·	You may get a 'HandshakeFailure' error when performing onboard validation to Layer7 gateways. This is caused by setting the Layer7 to require SSL. The driver needs to be updated to support this setting. #25125, @18582
·	The GSK driver writes the DN of different GSK objects to store_associations which can be too large for the associations name column #21021
·	Attempting to provision the same certificate to a multiple NetScaler applications concurrently using HTTPS results in errors. #33614 
·	Symantec MPKI doesn't attempt renewal when the Transaction ID doesn't allow renewal. @25216, #33860
·	Failed file validation events are throwing the stack trace away. @27237, #34486
·	When setting "Gemalto SafeNet HSM" for "Private Key Location" using a policy, you are required to set the Slot Number value by policy, as well. #35422
·	Master administrators lose revoke permissions if they belong to a group that does not have revoke permissions. @24105, #31328
Reporting
·	Reports are pulling in data from two policy folders that have nearly identical names where the only difference is a suffix on one of the policy names. As a work-around, place a different character in the middle of the second policy name to prevent the issue. #22216, @15354
Server Agent 
·	Agent receives 500 for certificate provisioning when no device placement is defined. #35453
·	Agent Group membership rules (membership criteria) have quotes added to them. #33879
Server Certificates	
·	Sorting on the "Manual CSR Required" column does not function properly. Please sort your views and reports on a different column. #27827 
·	CA Import does not find all certificates when expanding search criteria for subsequent scans #10387
·	A “Certificate Ready to Download” notification email is sent when a certificate is pushed to an application even though the certificate was not renewed. Disable shipping notification rule sending the email and create a custom rule and channel. #33835
·	Certificates with different SANs but no Common Name are being considered as the same certificate by Network Discovery. #35456
·	If a device object has many applications (80-100) that are in a pending workflow, no further work can be accomplished on that device. #32576
·	CSR does not parse correctly if generated using Securitycenter. #35367
·	Certificate status is not properly updated and an alert is logged when a limited-rights user approves a workflow. #35230
·	Aperture throws an error when trying to view or import a DSA certificate into Aperture. As a work around, import DSA certificates into the Web Administration console. #33587
·	ACME certificate requests may occasionally fail due to chain building delays. Scheduling certbot to run twice daily as recommended by the vendor will ensure this issue does not impact operations. #35582
SSH
·	With Public key instances, clicking edit and saving without making changes will start provisioning. Click cancel or don't save to avoid this unnecessary provisioning. #13347
·	OpenSSH known host key comments are not restored in case they were manually edited on the host working under TrustForce security level. #19793
·	“Key Older than Allowed” violation is incorrectly erased by automatic revival of key that was manually edited on the host working under TrustForce security level.  #17437
·	Remediation interval not honored when agentless remediation is used. #19805
·	Known host keys are duplicated if hostname is changed while in Remediate. #19791
·	Unless you have Delete permissions on a policy folder, you cannot cancel the Add New Instance operation. #18506
·	Adding additional private key requires user to have the View permission in addition to the Private Key Read permission. #18504
·	With Agentless SSH key discovery, the 'Exclude paths' is not excluding the directory with wildcards, such as /home/*/test. #22194
·	SSH keys on device will be re-discovered and duplicated if connection interface is changed from Agentless to Agent. To remove the 'Agentless' discovered keys, delete the device object created by Agentless discovery using Web Admin or the Web SDK. #24234
·	When the database server is out of disk space, attempting to view a keyset display takes you back to the keyset list. #25581
·	On an agentless device, an empty authorized file is shown in Aperture for Tectia 4 and 5 keys. Policy is set to Detect mode. #27641
·	After creating Tectia 4x keys, after every discovery session, a set of log events is generated: SSHManager - Key Instance Created Based On Discovery, even though no new keys have been created. #27578
·	Keys with multiple newlines and comments at the beginning of the key file are not discovered. #29738
·	After an edited key is provisioned, the “Retry” option is still available, even though the edited key is not in an errored state. #35667
Web Administration Console
·	If you blacklist a certificate, the intermediate certificates will not chain up to the correct root in the Tree View. This is a cosmetic issue. It is chained to the correct (not blacklisted) certificate. #18717, #21995, @12657, @15336
Web SDK
·	Identity/Browse call doesn't return the identities containing some special characters. #30643
·	When a Certificates/Request call specifies an existing app object, certificate is unexpectedly still created. #33459
·	In a Certificate/Request call, you can include SANs as part of the CSR or as extra parameters outside the CSR. However, you cannot submit a CSR with SANs in both places. @27730, @24450, #34764, #VEN-31560, #34168, #32790
·	The Certificates/Request call documentation does not provide every CASpecificAttribute that can be used. As a work around, you can obtain the attributes from the Support tab. @25031, #32368
·	When using Certificate/Request API call to renew a certificate, the current certificate vault type is set to archive. @27489, #34762
·	Because the asterisk (*) character is a reserved wild card for finding objects, the Config/Enumerate call, does not provide a way to filter for certificate object names that contain an asterisk as part of the name. @27071, #34446
·	After an object is deleted through WebSDK, the Entitlements tab shows users having Associate permission to object. @28334, #35355
·	The Workflow/Ticket/Details call only returns one of the approvers assigned to the ticket. #32247
Features deprecated in this release
The following features that are no longer supported or available in the Trust Protection Platform 17.2:
·	Supported Browser: In 17.2, the supported browser is Firefox version ESR 52. In the future, we will be updating our Firefox support every other release instead of every release. This change will allow us to support the most current Mozilla ESR version. For more information, see: https://www.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/organizations/faq/
·	JKS Driver: End of support for Java versions 1.4 and 1.5 which reached end-of-life in October 2008 and October 2009, respectively
·	GSK Driver: End of support for GSK version 6.0 which reached end-of-life in September 2013
As a reminder, the following features were deprecated in Trust Protection Platform 17.1:
·	Brocade: This is a legacy application driver that is incompatible with current ServerIron versions. In addition, Brocade had announced an end-of-life for the ServerIron product in January 2016.
·	Citrix NetScaler Driver: This driver will be transitioned from SSH CLI to the Nitro API. NetScaler versions prior to 10.5 are no longer supported and support has been added for versions 11.0 and 11.1.
·	Verizon SureServer: Verizon sold their public trust business to DigiCert in June 2015 and all SureServer customers should now be using DigiCert. Therefore, this CA driver is no longer required.
·	CA Trust Report: This report is no longer available.
·	Venafi Support Tool: The Venafi Support Tool has been replaced by the Venafi Support Center Tool.
·	VED Client Portal: has been deprecated in this release of Trust Protection Platform. This tool was never officially supported or documented.
·	Oracle database support: Beginning with Venafi Trust Protection Platform 17.1, Oracle is longer supported as a database platform. Microsoft SQL Server is now the only supported database platform. Oracle will continue to be supported with version 17.1 (and earlier) until each of these respective releases is no longer supported. 

Users of 17.1 will be supported through June 2019. Consequently, if you are an Oracle customer using version 16.4, you have until December 2018 before you must migrate to Microsoft SQL Server. You will be required to migrate to Microsoft SQL Server before you can upgrade to version 17.1 or later. 

MIGRATION SUPPORT:  Venafi Customer Support will provide you with a migration utility and support to ensure you successfully migrate your existing data from Oracle to Microsoft SQL Server. This migration utility will require that you be running Trust Protection Platform versions 16.3 or 17.1. Please contact Venafi Customer Support for the migration utility and assistance in migrating from Oracle, or with any questions regarding this change in database support. 

 https://support.venafi.com/hc/en-us/articles/227567188
Features scheduled for deprecation in future releases
This section describes features that are schedule to be removed from the product or no longer supported for a targeted future release.
 Release 17.3
·	SQL Server 2008 R2 will be removed as a supported database platform for Trust Protection Platform. SQL Server 2012 and 2014 will be supported and 2016 will be compatible.
See: https://support.venafi.com/hc/en-us/articles/227561987 
·	Windows Server 2008 R2 will no longer be supported as an operating system.
See: https://support.venafi.com/hc/en-us/articles/227629368 
·	The Network Discovery Job Configuration & Management feature in the Web Administration Console is deprecated for Release 17.3. Instead, you can use the Aperture Network Discovery job configuration and management.
·	Remote Installation Support for End User Portal will be deprecated for Release 17.3.
·	IBM DataPower driver is planned to transition from SSH CLI to REST API for Release 17.3.  Supported versions will be updated to current DataPower releases, tentatively XI52 7.2 and IDG 7.5.
·	The DigiCert CA driver will be migrated from the legacy Enterprise API to the current “CertCentral” API for Release. This change will require customers to migrate their accounts with the help of DigiCert. In the interim, you can use the Adaptable CA Driver can be used for CertCentral accounts.
Release 17.4
·	SSH Discovery and remediation of Tectia 4.x authorization files will be removed in 17.4 release. It will be possible to still detect and rotate actual key files used in conjunction with authorization file, but not the options.
Release 18.1
·	The Product "Symmetric Key Manager" will be removed as an available product offering in the installer in 18.1 Symmetric key management has not been a focus of our short or long term roadmap for many years.
·	In 18.1 we plan to remove the feature of "Network Discovery Placement Preview" from Aperture.  After that, Network discovery will work more like Agent discovery and Trustnet discovery where items are automatically placed after they are found.
Ongoing migration of features
Windows Administration Console features will continue to be migrated to Aperture and the Venafi Control Center user interfaces.
Customer Support
For assistance, please contact Venafi Customer Support:
URL: http://support.venafi.com
Email: support@venafi.com
Phone: 877.266.5159
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